2017 CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY OVERVIEW
CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Nasdaq leverages core values of efficiency, transparency,
and good governance to sustain its business and create
long-term value for stakeholders.

We work together as a team and share the responsibility for
business success, but we also share a responsibility to
engage, support and empower our communities. Employee
engagement (the percentage of all Nasdaq FTEs
participating in our Social Responsibility program, called
GoodWorks) has dramatically increased since 2014.

Volunteerism
Our commitment to community service reflects a Nasdaq
culture that focuses relentlessly on client needs. Since the
advent of the GoodWorks program, employee donation
hours have averaged +115% in year-over-year growth.

• We published our most ambitious Corporate
Sustainability report yet in 2017, and completed a
comprehensive materiality assessment
• Nasdaq was again honored as one of the world’s most
sustainable companies by inclusion in the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index, joining more than two dozen other
Nasdaq-listed companies

Philanthropy
Our robust and inclusive donation matching program allows
employees to drive meaningful change where they see fit.
Total charitable impact, which combines employee
donations with corporate matching funds, has experienced
similar growth over the same time period.

• Nasdaq Helsinki was rated the most sustainable stock
exchange in the world by Corporate Knights; in fact, three
Nasdaq exchanges made the top ten
• We launched an ambitious ESG Pilot Reporting program
(and published a related Reporting Guide) for listed
companies in the Nordic and Baltic markets
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2017 Program Highlights

Contact Information

• The GoodWorks campaign transitioned in 2017 from
primarily a US initiative to a truly global program for all
Nasdaq employees

Evan Harvey
Global Head of Sustainability
Washington, DC
evan.harvey@nasdaq.com

• International efforts featured a new Nasdaq partnership
with Mentor Sweden and the formation of a dedicated
CSR Committee in India
• Nasdaq Bangalore organized Daan Utsav (the Joy of
Giving) week, which featured five area non-profits onsite
to showcase their work
• More than 1,300 separate donations were made via the
Nasdaq corporate matching program, benefitting more
than 300 different charitable institutions; every Nasdaq
employee has access to $1,000 in matching funds on an
annual basis, as well as special double- and triplematching campaigns
• Our #GivingTuesday campaign generated $262,000 in
charitable impact in less than 24 hours
• More than 400 Nasdaq employees officially volunteered
their time to give back to charitable causes and local
communities; every Nasdaq employee is given 16 hours
of paid time off per year to volunteer
• The Nasdaq Educational Foundation made a special
donation of $250,000 to the Rebuild Texas Fund; similar
efforts are underway to support Florida and Puerto Rico
in the wake of devastating hurricanes, and to assist in the
recovery from California wildfires
• The Human Rights Campaign (HRC) Corporate Equality
Index, a national benchmarking tool on policies and
practices pertinent LGBTQ communities, raised the
Nasdaq score to 85/100
• Changes in gender balance on our board of directors
enabled Nasdaq to join the 30% Club, an organization
emphasizing the positive business and social aspects of
boardroom diversity
• Nasdaq again partnered with Angelwish to support
chronically ill children in local hospitals around the world
• Our Nasdaq Chicago and Lakewood (CO) offices
continued their longstanding support of Fisher House, a
veterans support organization
• Volunteer musicians from Nasdaq played a New York
benefit concert for Little Kids Rock, a nonprofit
organization that provides music education in schools,
raising more than $100,000
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